2022 ANNUAL GIVING REPORT
The start of a new year is a natural time of reflection and renewal. 2022 was a year of focused growth for the NSA brought forth by the generous and committed donors and stakeholders listed throughout this Annual Report.

Our board, leadership team and staff proudly and steadfastly remain committed to our mission and consequently produced amazing results in 2022:

• Implemented the NSA’s 2022-2026 Strategic Plan
• Created the NSA’s first ever endowment with deposits equaling $500,000
• Created a savings account with six months of operating expenses as an emergency fund
• Offered 30 NSA Connects sessions and drove inclusivity by offering sessions in Spanish and sessions for women who stutter
• Reignited One Day events
• Welcomed 784 people to virtual programs and 737 people to our Annual Conference
• The NSA Research Committee allocated $55,000 in funds via three different research grants
• Reached out to the community to gain more input by forming a conference committee, special projects committee and DEI committee
• Partnered with NFL player Joshua Ezeudu, MMA fighter Kathryn Paprocki, and author Chris Anderson

As we honor our humble beginnings and celebrate the present, we are determined to ensure the NSA’s future is secured as the preeminent organization for supporting people who stutter. The NSA is on the precipice of rapid growth. This growth will be directly responsible for expanding our reach, growing our community and changing the narrative on stuttering.

As we enter 2023, we are excited at the opportunities in front of us to effect change at even larger and more impactful level. Our focus will remain true to the NSA’s mission- the NSA brings hope and empowerment to children and adults who stutter, their families and professionals through support, education, advocacy, and research.

These four avenues: support, education, advocacy and research are the tenets of our work. Our mission defines that we serve people who stutter (children and adults), their families, and the professionals that serve them.

We recognize that you have a choice when you decide to invest in the NSA. We are so very grateful for your support, your involvement, and your investment. It is because of you that we are able to stand by the words, if you stutter, you are not alone.

All our best,

Kristine Short   Tammy Flores
Board Chair     Executive Director
2022 AWARD WINNERS

We celebrate the following 2022 winners of awards acknowledging commitment and dedication to the stuttering community.

PAMELA MERTZ
Hall of Fame

ANA PAULA MUMY, M.S.
CCC-SLP
Professional of the Year

MARISSA MOSCHETTA
Chapter of the Year (Adult)

MIKE MOLINO
Regional Chapter Coordinator of the Year (Adult)

STEVEN MOATES
Regional Chapter Coordinator of the Year (Family)

JAMIE SAUNDERS
Parent of the Year

CHRISTINE ROSE
Chapter of the Year (Family)
St. Louis, MO

SUFIAN HAMMAD
Chapter Leader of the Year (Adult)

EMILY ANDERSON
Chapter Leader of the Year (Family)

SIMON HAJDUK
Special Youth Recognition

DAN HAUS & EMILY WEBB
Volunteers of the Year

MARISSA MOSCHETTA
Chapter of the Year (Adult)
Houston, TX

SOPHIA HSIEH
Special Youth Recognition
A YEAR IN REVIEW
2022

16,500
STRENGTHENING THE NSA
- Launched a refreshed National Stuttering Awareness Week campaign, reaching more than 16,500 people outside of the NSA's online community
- Created the NSA's first-ever endowment with an initial deposit of $250,000 and growth to $500,000 to secure the future of our work
- Launched the NSA's 2022-2026 Strategic Plan

CELEBRATING ANNUAL CONFERENCE
737
- Welcomed 737 attendees to our Annual Conference in Newport Beach, including 201 first-timers
- Hosted 81 workshops on topics for all ages
- Provided 97 SLPs with access to continuing education

784
GROWING WE STUTTER @ WORK
- Welcomed 784 participants to live virtual programs throughout the year
- Hosted 6 webinars on topics ranging from stress and anxiety at work to awkward interactions
- Garnered more than 3,000 views on our career-focused YouTube videos

ENHANCING PROGRAMS + OUTREACH
30
- Hosted 30 NSA Connects sessions, including sessions in Spanish and NSA Connects for Women
- Welcomed attendees to an open house in Atlanta and one-day Amplify events in Houston and Raleigh
- Partnered with NFL player Joshua Ezeudu, MMA fighter Kathryn Paprocki, and new author Chris Anderson

55,000
FUNDING RESEARCH
Awarded $55,000 in research grant funding to:
- Ginger Collins, PhD, CCC-SLP and Naomi Rodgers, PhD, CCC-SLP
- Ryan Millager MS, CCC-SLP
- Drs. Joe Cecil and John Tetnowski
IN THE NEWS

MISSOURI

‘You’re not alone’ – Organization offers safe place for people who stutter

by: Kayla Sheperd
Posted: Oct 26, 2022 / 09:00 AM CDT
Updated: Oct 26, 2022 / 05:20 PM CDT

How Michael Pittman Jr.’s stutter has helped shape him into a leader for the Indianapolis Colts

Trumbull teen overcomes speech impediment to sing on ‘America’s Got Talent’

Giants Now: Joshua Ezeudu partners with National Stuttering Association

A support group for people in Houston who stutter

Unraveling the Biology of a Mysterious Condition: Stuttering

Researchers are delving into the biological underpinnings of stuttering.
FULCRUM GROUP

This group of individuals and families are dedicated to furthering the NSA’s mission and ensuring we continue to deliver resources and support to the stuttering community, fund and vet relevant research, and fuel advocacy and outreach across all ages. The names in bold are Fulcrum Fundraisers who’ve committed to actively seek out donors.

Alex Aerov
Tammy & Anthony Romano
Liz Bayer
Tessa Cherniss
Molly DeFilippis
**Denise & Seth Deitchman**
Formento Family
**Becca & Cha Holmes**

Casey Hudson
Ben Kanner
Mercedes Liljegren
Ryan Lugbauer
Virginia Maddan
Mary Lou Micheaels
Parenza Family
Susan Pimilia

David Ramus
**David Rubinstein**
Moe & Eddy Rubinstein
Patrick Seidler
**Caden Short**
Martha & Dale Short
**Kristine & Steve Short**
Carol & JD Wilson

SPECIAL GIFTS

MATCHING GIFTS
Activision Blizzard
AT&T
ByteDance
Disney
Google Inc.
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
IBM
Macquarie Group Ltd.
Medical Risk Managers
Microsoft
Pfizer Inc.
QVC
Ross Stores, Inc.
The Kresge Foundation
United Heath Group
Visa

Matching gifts are a great way to multiply the impact of your donations to the NSA! Check with your employer to see if they offer a program to match the charitable donations of their employees. Your friends and peers in the NSA who work for the above employers had their gifts to the NSA matched.

Estate and in Memory of Donors
Estate of Steve Allen
In memory of Jason Faust
In memory of Michael Murphy
In memory of Jack Crowley
RESEARCH GRANTS

ADVANCEMENT OF CLINICAL RESEARCH IN CHILDHOOD STUTTERING (ARC) AWARD
$25,000
Awarded June 2022
Ginger Collins, PhD, CCC-SLP and Naomi Rodgers, PhD, CCC-SLP
Preventing Students Who Stutter for Life After School: A National Survey of Speech-Language Pathologists’ Transition Planning Practices

NSA GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD
$5,000
Awarded October 2022
Ryan Millager MS, CCC-SLP
Parent-oriented features in early childhood stuttering: A pilot study

NSA CASE GRANT
$25,000
Awarded December 2022
Drs. Joe Cecil & John Tetnowski
The Use of Virtual Reality Simulations to Promote Carry-Over in Older Children and Adolescents Who Stutter
NSA ChangeMakers deliver hope and empowerment to people who stutter and those who love them by giving every month, making a difference every month, and thereby strengthening our community every month. Monthly gifts allow us to invest in specific areas of our mission, expand programming and deepen our education and advocacy efforts because we know we have the support of our ChangeMakers community.

$2,000 TO $5,000
Bob Lee
Kim & Chris Mowery
Nina & Lee Reeves
Kristine & Steve Short
Carol & JD Wilson

$1,500 TO $1,999
Carol Ferrer

$1,000 TO $1,499
Sara Bivins
Tim Bryant
Sherri Carroll
Vanessa & Ben Gerstein
Russ Hicks
Raelee Knapp
Lee & Jim Lowman
Tammy & Tony Romano
Bill Smith

$500 TO $999
Geri Allison
Randall Berg
Tamara Bettinger
Allan Brown
Lorna DeLucca
Judith Eckardt
Cameron Francek
Arianna Gilliam
Rebecca Holmes
Benjamin Johnson
Brenda Kiser
Dr. Angela Medina
Katie & William Nading
Mai Nguyen
Bill Nimelman
Jenni Pierce
Bob Quesal
Heather Ramirez
Lucy Reed
Caden Short
Martha & Dale Short
Annemarie Whitesel
$250 TO $499

Alan Ackermann
Marybeth Allen
Bayan Azima
Annie Bradberry
Kris Burns
Terry Davis
Chase Decraene
Bridgett Duquette
Lisa Eads
Steve Ernst
Jaymie Horak
Michael Garcia
Sherri Goluba
Will Gottlick
Bruce Hanson
Betsy Jara
Bob Koste
Gloria Klumb
Paul Matthews
James McClure
Heather McDoniel
Jeff Menkes
Heather Najman
Julie North
Ashley Nowell
Gabriela Perez
Stephanie Phillips
Cole Powley
Lyne Hebert Remson
David Ross
Dionis Smith
Sean Stevenson
David Van Reeth
Bob Wellington
Logan Williamson
James Yoke
Paul Young

$100 TO $249

Michele Arnold
Jennie Baldwin
Mike Bauer
Aaron Becker
Beth Bienvenu
Natalie Bragan
Barbara Brown
John Butler
Vincent Cummings
Allison Daly
Robert Eads
Natalie England
Robyn Fears
Mandy & Jean Finstad
Ashleigh Givens
Erin Gomolinski
Cydney Haug-West
James Hayden
Aisha Haynes
Bari Holman
Malachi Kanfer
Steven Kaufman
Gul Konuklar
Kenny Koroll
Simon Le Couteur
Marty Leisner
David Lieblich
Lindsey Mast
Michael McDuffie
Bonnie McKenzie
Wendy McNiel
Weslee Meador
Michael Molino
Lawrence Molt
Marissa Moschetta
Matthew Murtha
Holly Nover
Carol Olson
Sarah Onofri
Matthew Phillips
Linda Piasecki
Michael Renzi
Tom Rich
James Shettel
Dawn Speroni
Keith Swartz
Mitchell Trichon
Stuart Usner
Karl Vickers
Shane Wilmouth
Scott Yaruss
Paula Yencopal

UP TO $99

Anthony Amitrano
Tanya Banks
Carl Coffey
Kennedy Curtis
Paula D’Arcangelo
Amanda Elias
Alexander Fogel
Tim Fresso
Deborah Gecewicz
Patrick Harvey
Enida Jeteric
Pete & Erica Katz
Thomas Lakritz
Chad Mannisi
Eder Mendoza
Jeff Menkes
Mozetta Mitchell
Cynthia Shaw
Cloe Short
Myah-Raye Vickers
Tracey Wallace
ANNUAL CONFERENCE SUPPORTERS

AUCTION DONORS

Annie Bradberry
Brown-Forman
California Burger Co.
Edrington
Erin and Ben Napier
Fernet
Ilona & Ilya Filmus
Fort Hamilton
Glennfiddich

Hotel Becket
Jack Daniels
Knecht Capital
Larry Burd Shipping
Martha Short
Wes Meador
Laurel Merchentile
Milagro
Smile Direct Club

Social House Deli
South of North Brewing
Starbucks
Ted & Amber Kennedy
Ten Crows BBQ
The Huntington
Titos Vodka
Tullamore Dew
William Grant and Sons

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIPS

Kristine & Steve Short Family
The University of Texas at Austin
Sindy Liben & Family
CONFERENCE DONORS

Joseph Abadiotakis
Robert Acklen-Brecko
Geri Allison
Shirel Altmann
Cintya Apap
Leslie Axelrod
Brent Baker
Tanya Banks
Nicole Beard
Michael Blanco
Michael Blank
Bob Lee
Annie Bradberry
Jill Buran
Larry Burd
Douglas Cameron
Sherri Carroll
Judy Cobb
JD/Teresa Daniel
Lorna Delucca
Shea Devlin
Gloria DiLauro
Steven Douglas
Rye Druzin
Lisa Eads
Robert Eads
Skyler Farber
Illya & Ilona Filmus
Danette Fitzgerald
Tammy Flores
Adriana Flowers
Mordechai Fogel
Cameron Francek
Mary Kate Fitz-Patrick
Woody Gallagher
Larry Games
Emily Garrison
Vanessa Gerstein
Mike Goscia
William Gottlicht
Grace Gregory
Amber Gurton
Jaime Habling
Mark & Helene Haus
James Hayden
Russ Hicks
Bobby Holley
Paul Holt
Jered Hunt
Muhammad Irfan
Colin Jared
Christy Jocoy
Kcie Jones
Dan Kaczmarski
Rochelle Karr
Steven L. Kaufman
Timothy Kincaid
Peter Labrie
Hannah Laday
Aliza Layman
David Leiblich
Bailey Levis
Sindy Liben
Kristin Lindholm
Thomas Lovett
Jeff Lukash
Jeff Maddox
Chad Manissi
Courtney Margulis
Garrett McDevitt
Jeff Menkes
Edmund Metzold
Julia Minton
Derek Mitchell
Ana Paula Mumy
Samantha Nelson
Stephanie Nicolai
Bill Nimelman
Ben North
Phil Osher
Gabby Perez
Hector Perez
Roger Perez
Matt Phillips
Stephanie Phillips
Michelle Polinsky
Jodi Reinstein
Resnick Family
Anthony Romano
Maria Ruiz
Migdalia Ruiz
Doug Shearer
Fred Shearer
Caden Short
Kristine Short
Bill Smith
William B Smith
Renee Stapleton
Alecia Stewart
Nikki Taulman
John Tetnowski
Janet Tilstra
Mitchell Trichon
John Unflat
Ryan Waits
Kristine Walker
Tracey Wallace
Donna Walsh
Emily Webb
Lydia Webb
Brittany Whitesel
Marc Winski
Keenan Wolens
Martin Wolf
Jing Xie
Kamal Yadav
Fa Yeou
Kyle Zeller
ANNUAL DONORS

$25,000+
Kristine & Steve Short
Larry Burd
Jane & Bill Smith

$20,000 TO $24,999
Sindy Liben & Family
Martha & Dale Short

$10,000 TO $19,999
Genevieve Fund,
in honor of Kristen Silvey
Vanessa & Ben Gerstein
Gordon Brothers Foundation
Jeff Lukash
Carol & JD Wilson

$5,000 TO $9,999
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Molly DeFilippis
Denise & Seth Deitchman
Formento Family
Larry Games
Rebecca & Cha Holmes
Daniella & Adam Pally
Parenza Family
Tammy & Tony Romano
Carrie Anne & David Rubinstein
Moe & Eddy Rubinstein
Skolnick Foundation
Fa Yeou

$2,500 TO $4,999
Brent Baker
Carmela & Michael Blank
Sherri Carroll
Teresa & John Daniel
Ilona & Ilya Filmus
Laura Lamberti
Mercedes Liljegren
Oechsle Family Foundation
Caden Short
Stephen Sorsensen
$1,000 TO $2,499
Geri Allison  
Blum Family  
Sherri Carroll  
Gloria DiLauro  
Clement Family  
Sander Flaum  
Lisa Gosselin  
Geoffrey Grant  
Chris Heathwood  
Colin Jared  
Cameron Joyce  
Aman Kumar  
Rachel & David Liebling  
Shea & Jeff Maddow  
Michaels Family  
Courtney & Ben North  
Jenni Pierce  
Dana & David Resnick  
Cynthia Shaw  
Christy & Bill Smith  
Alicia Stewart  
White Family Charitable Trust  
Keenan Wolens  
Martin Wolff

$500 TO $999
Sarah D’Agostino  
Douglas Cameron  
Darlene Delaney  
Lorna Delucca  
Woody Gallagher  
Jeff Goodman  
Mark & Helene Haus  
Paul Holt  
Rochelle Karr  
Kristin Lindholm  
Rob Medved  
Jeff Menkes  
Hector Perez  
Stephanie Phillips  
John Richards  
Paul Roumenliotis  
Kathy Scaler Scott  
John Tetnowski  
William Wade

$250 TO $499
Courtney & Joseph Abadiotakis  
Robert Acklen-Breco  
Sarah & Dan Armstrong  
Jill Buran  
Judy Cobb  
Shea Devlin  
Mike Goscia  
Grace Gregory  
Amber Gurton  
Gerry Heard  
Jered Hunt  
Peter Labrie  
Timothy Kincaid  
Camilo Mandujano  
Courtney Margulis  
Garrett McDevitt  
Edmund Metzold  
Gordon Moore  
Matt Phillips  
Nan Ratner  
John Richards  
Renee Stapleton  
Stuttering Therapy Resources  
John Unflat  
Dan Valese  
Arvin Valizadeh

$100 TO $249
Candace Abair  
John Addicot  
Cintya Apap  
Vincent Aubrun  
Tanya Banks  
Rafael Beckhauser  
Liz Betancourt  
Charles Brown  
Frank Cionek  
Ginny Clark  
Delita Daviston  
Robin Deschamps  
Joseph Diaz  
Steven Douglas  
Rye Druzin  
Kenneth Fields  
Didiano Filomena  
Danette Fitzgerald  
Mary Kate Fitz-Patrick  
James Frost  
Aarush Garg  
William Gottlick  
Zan Green  
Jaime Habling  
Elizabeth Hampton  
Leah Hoover  
Karen Huttsell  
Arnetta Jones  
Dan Kaczmarski  
Steven L Kaufman  
Jonathan Klavens  
Gul Konuklar  
Judith Kuster  
Hannah Laday  
Bob Lee  
Chet Leoszewski  
Leonard Levin  
Bailey Lewis  
Thomas Lovette  
Jean & Brad Madsen  
Julia Minton  
Derek Mitchell  
Samanta Nelson  
Stephanie Nicolai  
Bill Nimelman  
Gabby Perez  
Roger Perez  
Jodi Reinstein  
Nancy Ribbler  
Philip Rosen  
Migdalia Ruiz  
Michael Serrioz  
Kajal Sethi  
Doug Shearer  
Zachary Simpson  
Nikki Taulman  
Janet Tilstra  
Mitchell Trichon  
Charles White  
Brittany Whitesel  
Marc Winski  
Sonya Worosz  
Kamal Yadav  
Yokoyama Yoshiaki
ANNUAL DONORS

$50 TO $99

Anonymous
Leslie Axelrod
Don Bartoni
Michael Blanco
Julio Charles
Judy Cobb
Michael DiBenedetto
Alida Engel
Eliot Finkelstein
Joel Fishkin
Mordechai Fogel
Gary Harris, Jr.
Judith Gelderman
Daniel Goldman
Henry Winter
Varun Jhanjee
Ranjit Kapila
Alison Kapke
Danra Kazenski
Tom Lakritz
Krishna Madireddy
William Marsh
Kathrine Meyer
David Mouille
Ana Paula Mumy
Emily Root
María Ruiz
Robert Sander
Maureen Shea
JL Sybrowsky
Christopher Szefi
Donna Walsh
Steve Zieke

UP TO $50

Daniel Barrera
Nicole Behrman
Paul Binsol
Jenica Cassidy
Teena Chesters
Citrine Hair & Skin
Enitan David
Ashely Dodd
Steve Dunn
Lauren Gitstein
Nancy Hoey
Jimi Jaatinen
Andrew Levy
Stacey MacDonald
Megann McGill
Mary Helen Minor
Robert Rimac
Marissa Rose
Ben Sattler
Jill Shamp
Kelsey Stone
The Auto Club Group

FACEBOOK DONORS

Elijah Allen
Marybeth Allen
Joe Bergren
Linwood Butler
Anita Cehajic
Alexander Junxiang Chen
Samuel Conlin
Richard Covington
Eddie Dowling
Nathalie Dunphy
Le Elle
Danny Fleischman
Chris Futrell
Brian GSoul Garrett
Daniyal Gauba
Jenni Gentry
Pam Graham
Miranda Crowther Green
Chip Hahn
Liz Helton
Christopher Henderson
Lexi Hewitt
Jess Hips
Billy Joe T. Hollier
Maleek Jackson
Kenneth Jensen
Saravanan Kaliyaperumal
Clifton Kump
Zachary LaBella
Carlos A. Vivaldi Lanauze
Jeff Lawrence
Shanye Lillo
Lisa Van Buren Lowy
Alba Loya
Tiko Luster
Christian Maldonado
Jeannine McConnell
Dillan Murphy
Meredith Narowski
Sammi Noel
Sovaida O’Hara
Adriana Flowers Ordoñez
Erik Orozco
Brandon Parish
Joseph Pita
Justin Porupski
Alexander Raja
Trevor Ramsey
Heather Reeves
Henrietta Meade Reeves
Eva M. Ristrem
Edward Rowe
Amber Case Seats
Gaurav Sethi
Kris Severson
Brent Simpson
Jack Daniel Speener
Chey Spears
Anvil Thomas
Raja Vaidya
Troy Weymouth
Frank Tee White
Ellie Wingard
Kevin Wolfe
Scott Alan Yeager
The NSA has earned the platinum seal from Candid (formerly GuideStar), indicating the highest level of transparency for nonprofit organizations, as well as the Four-Star rating from Charity Navigator, indicating the highest rating for financial health and accountability.
OUR PEOPLE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 Kristine Short
 Chad Mannisi
 Angela Medina
 Carl Coffey
 Holly Nover
 Courtney Margulis
 Steve Ernst
 Ily Filmus (legal; non-voting)

STAFF
 Tammy Flores
 Mandy Finstad
 Stephanie Coppen
 Alan Vu
 Christian Ting
 Jeffrey Dale
 Steven Moates

SUPPORTERS
 Sarah Armstrong
 Christy Pomaro
 Dan Haus
 Dana Koprowski
 Ed Shen
 Emily Webb
 Jaymie Horak
 Greg Pulscher
 Kristine Short
 Melissa Lopez
 Michael Liben
 Michelle Madsen Geiger

TEEN ADVISORY COUNCIL
 Rowan Lindholm
 Morgan Mowery
 Eli Taulman
 Clara Kilburn
 Clint Holmes
 Brooklyn Benedikt
 Katelyn Helfand
 Gabe Reinstein
 Russell Stevens

YOUNG ADULTS COMMITTEE
 Ben North
 Cheyenne Spears
 CJ Hedgepeth
 Sophie Hall
 Alden Wheeler
 Alex Unseth
 Tatem Machnica
 Aidan Marshall-Cort
 Lydia Webb
 Cameron Joyce
 Cameron Coppen

SPECIAL PROJECTS COMMITTEE
 Michele Ayoub
 Carl Coffey
 Sean Hare
 Lindsay Lowy
 Steven Moates
 Terry Murgallis

FUND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
 Tammy Flores
 Tim Fresso
 Enida Jeteric
 Kristine Short
We would like to extend a special thank you to our Regional Chapter Coordinators for their incredible efforts on behalf of the NSA, working to oversee the development and organization of local chapters and chapter leaders within their regions, and working closely with local chapters and program chairs to achieve excellence in supporting PWS.

### REGIONAL CHAPTER COORDINATORS

- Tanya Banks, Central North Region - Adults
- Steven Douglas, Southwest Region - Adults
- El Kogan, Southwest Region - Families
- Steven Moates, Northeast and Southeast Regions - Families & Adults; Upper Plains Region - Adults
- Kelli O’Hanlon, Mid-Atlantic Region - Families
- Jeff Olevson, Northeast Region - Adults
- Christine Rose, Central South Region - Families & Adults
- Paul Roumeliotis, Central North & Upper Plains Regions - Families
- Marvin Wiley, Jr., Northwest Region - Adults

### CHAPTER LEADERS

#### Alabama
- Anthony Buhr, Tuscaloosa, Adult

#### Alaska
- Emily Anderson, Anchorage, Family
- Steven Hess & Emily Anderson, Anchorage, Adult

#### Arizona
- Adrienne McHenry & Ross Christensen, Phoenix, Adult
- Emily Shakro, Tucson, Family
- John O’Hare & Janet Hawley, Tucson, Adult
- Julia Raykin, Tucson, Teens

#### Arkansas
- Iny Sunari, Bentonville, Adult
- Andrew Bowers, Fayetteville, Adult

#### California
- Cynthia Sandoval, Riverside, Family
- Bobby Holley + Noel Caravotta, Riverside, Adult
- Kaja Bajc, San Diego, Family & Adult
- Alan Vu & Randy Panzarino, Costa Mesa (Irvine), Adult
- Alan Vu & Karnish Sudhir, Long Beach, Adult
- Mike Molino & Amber Gurton, Sacramento, Adult
- David Rubinstein & Bailey Lewis, San Francisco & Peninsula, Adult
- Kory Train & Jeff Olevson, San Jose (South Bay Area), Adult
- Heather Najman & John Ontiveros, LA/San Fernando Valley, Adult
- Karnish Sudhir & Christian Ting, LA/South Pasadena, Adult
- Dustin Guay, Santa Monica, Adult

#### Colorado
- Aimee Stang & Nancy Thorn, Aurora, Family
- Alden Wheeler, Colorado Springs, Teens & Adult
- Jon Kindel & John Raab, Denver, Adult
- Riley Arnold & Michelle Arnold, Castle Rock, Teens
- Michelle Arnold, Castle Rock, Adult

#### Connecticut
- Matt Phillips, Ellington, Family
- Alida Engel & Danette Fitzgerald, New Haven, Adult
- Jeremy Halek, Windsor, Adult

#### Delaware
- Evan Usler, Newark, Adult

#### Florida
- Jill Shamp & Nancy Ribbler, Broward Co., Family & Adult
- Liz Blake, Palm Beach, Teens
- Dale Williams, Boca Raton, Adult
- Angela Medina & Anabel Augustin, Miami, Adult
- Jennifer Groh & Susan Cochrane, Naples, Family & Adult
- Bradford Hayes, Tampa, Adult
- Jacob Sandler, Gainesville, Adult
- Joseph Clayton, Melbourne, Adult
- Jennifer Scharf, Sarasota, Family & Adult
- Kevin Chambers & Martine Vanryckegehem, Orlando, Adult

#### Georgia
- Dominique Kennedy & Genna Hall, Atlanta, Family
- Elizabeth Eislar, Athens, Adult
- Derek Mitchell, Atlanta, Adult
Idaho
Christina Heisey, Boise, Adult

Illinois
Paul Roumeliotis & Jess Giuffre, Chicago West, Family & Adult
Luke Zhang, Glenview, Teens
Luke Zhang & Agnes Wojtowicz, Glenview, Adult
Karen Czarnik, Chicago South, Adult
Tyler Tenniswood, City of Chicago, Adult
Joey Stoyas, DeKalb, Adult

Indiana
Barbara Brown, West Lafayette, Adult
Ania Bayler, Indianapolis, Adult
Julia Ellen Rademacher & Henry Hodgman, Bloomington, Adult
Christopher Neubauer, South Bend, Adult

Iowa
Kerri Schwemm, Johnston, Family
Maggie Votrubek & Naomi Rodgers, Iowa City, Adult

Kansas
Kristin Pelczarski & Jayden McCall, Manhattan, Adult
Becca Grussgott, Olathe, Adult

Kentucky
Doug Shearer & Ashley Cubberly, Louisville, Adult
Shelby Gish, Lexington, Adult

Louisiana
Anne Williams, Lafayette, Family
Leon Buford & Kelly Rivette, Baton Rouge, Adult
James Hayden, New Orleans/Metairie, Adult
Amanda Elias, Monroe, Adult
Darmon Bradley & Angela Davis, Bossier City, Adult

Maine
Marybeth Allen, Eastern Maine, Adult

Maryland
Henry Winter & Emily Laver, Rockville, Family
Emily Laver, Elizabeth Escobar, & Tamara Nunes, Rockville, Adult
Sarah Onofri & Liz Gomez, Boston, Family
Sarah Onofri & Edmund Metzold, Boston, Adult
Ken Melnick & Jeff Johnson, Worcester, Adult

Massachusetts
Mark Piepsney, Southeast Michigan, Family
Tanya Banks, Detroit/Royal Oak, Adult
Jia Bin, Lansing, Adult

Minnesota
Derrick Kunze, Duluth, Teens & Adult
Dave Lindberg & Tim McCarren, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Adult
Bruce Hansen, Moorhead, Adult
Todd Marten & Jeff Glessing, South-Central MN, Adult

Missouri
Sara Lott, Kansas City, Family
Christine Rose & Jamie Saunders, St. Louis, Parents
Chad Mannisi & Jeffrey Best, St. Louis, Adult

Montana
Tricia Opstad & Christy Cheviron, Missoula, Family
Tricia Opstad & Troy Lucas, Missoula, Adult

Nevada
Michele Peterson, Las Vegas, Family

New Jersey
Jim Tsiamtsiouris & Fernando Mariscal, Wayne, Adult
Bob Koste & Maria Turner, Atlantic County, Family & Adult
Joan Ross & Sydney Mail, Central New Jersey, Family
Jerry Higgins, Stratford, Adult

New Mexico
Rick Arenas, Albuquerque, Adult

New York
Peggy Conner & Olu Ogunwomoju, Bronx/Lehman College, Adult
Aysha Ames & Geoffry Gertz, Brooklyn, Adult
Spring Kwok & Gabriel Shaykin, Manhattan, Adult
Michele Lynn & Erin Wilson, Buffalo (SUNY Buffalo St.), Adult
Rupert Johnson & Greg Feasel, Rochester, Adult

North Carolina
Kelly Harrington & Abigail Cameron, Greensboro, Teens
Rita Thurman, Raleigh, Teens & Adult
Jason Duty & Leah Graham, Charlotte, Adult
Jonathan Woolard & Jonathan Lazenby, Fayetteville, Adult
Thales De Nardo, Cullowhee, Adult

North Dakota
Eileen Savelkou, Minot, Adult
Ohio
Sheri Anderson, Dayton, Family
Glenn Schafer & Joe Perlatti, Mayfield Heights, Adult
Heather Salvo & Scott Palasik, Kent, Family
Carrie Ravine, Akron, Adult
Chris Mancini, Cincinnati South, Adult
Dan Samson & Alex Girvin, Columbus, Adult
KC Frick, Zanesville, Adult

Oklahoma
John Tetnowski, Oklahoma State (Stillwater), Adult

Oregon
Adriana Flowers & Alex Reynolds, Eugene, Adult
Allie Bainter & Jonah Otis, Portland, Adult

Pennsylvania
Jaime Henry & Kristin Lynn, Bethlehem, Family
Cara Imbalzano & Ashley Johnson, Dallas/NE PA, Adult
Carmen Shapiro, Philadelphia, Adult
Darren Wilson, Pittsburgh, Adult
Chandler Cleric, University Park/Penn State, Adult
Ran An, Scranton, Family

South Carolina
Caroline Pittard, Charleston, Family
Charley Adams & Aisha Haynes, Columbia, Adult
Skye Lewis, Florence, Adult
Will Nading, Greenville, Family
John Moore, Greenville/Spartanburg, Adult

South Dakota
Oscar Carcamo, Rapid City, Family & Adult
Mandy Williams & Libby Jervik, Sioux Falls, Adult

Tennessee
Randy Ferguson, Knoxville, Family
Carol Shelton, Nashville, Family
Tricia Hedinger & Eddie Brown, Knoxville, Adult
Eugene Johnson, Nashville/Middle Tennessee, Adult

Texas
Ariadna Amparan, El Paso, Family
Molly Augustine, Tabitha South & Linh Tran, Dallas/Richardson, Kids
Meredith Meagher & Viktoria Calanche, Austin, Family
Nicole Bishop, Sugarland, Family
Lori Colletti & Kerri Berard, Fort Worth, Family
Tricia Krauss-Lehrman, Jaime Michise & Rhea Tibrewal, Dallas/Richardson, Teens
Karina Manchack, Mesquite, Family
Stacy Nunnelee, Denton, Adult
Arianna Contreras, Waco, Family
Cheri Taylor, Edward Taylor & Kelly Hogan, Houston, Family
Jonathan McNutt & Rahul Ramaswami, Austin, Adult
Carlee Quinn & Stephanie Becerril, Beaumont, Adult
Sufian Hammad & Faisal Ahmed, Dallas, “Chat ‘n Chew,” Adult
Marissa Moschetta, Houston, Adult
Kimberly Calderon, San Marcos, Adult
Stephen Sorensen & Yasser Ibrahim, College Station, Adult

Utah
Christian Solomon, Provo, Adult

Vermont
Danra Kazenski & Cameron Mincar, Burlington, Kids, Teens & Adult

Virginia
Amber Handon & Claire Barbao, Charlottesville, Adult & Family
John Ware, Newport News, Adult
Nakia Grayson & Brent Baker, Northern Virginia, Adult
LJ Muchenje & Doug Houpe, Richmond, Adult

Washington
David Jenson, Spokane Valley, Family
Audri Hefferman, David Jenson & Jason Young, Seattle, Adult
Tiffani Kittilstved, David Sanchez & Aly vildosola, Seattle, Family
Tiffani Kittilstved & Drew Fleming, Bellevue, Adult
David Evans, Bellingham, Adult
Craig Zora, Olympia, Adult
Jesse Petteys, Seattle, Adult
Marvin Wiley, University Place, Adult

West Virginia
Jamie Maxwell & Bryan Matthews, Huntington/ Marshall U., Adult

Wisconsin
Carol Seery, Milwaukee, Family & Adult
Matt Hagen, Madison, Adult
Charlie Osborne, Stevens Point, Adult
The National Stuttering Association Board of Directors and staff greatly appreciate the generosity of the donors who support our organization.

The preceding pages acknowledge the philanthropic contributions of hundreds of supporters, including those who contributed through bequests, donations in honor of another person or organization, contributions to support the NSA annual conference, Facebook fundraisers, event fundraisers, NSA ChangeMakers monthly giving, and annual giving.

We apologize if we have inadvertently left your name out!

National Stuttering Association
3285-B Richmond Avenue #119
Staten Island, NY 10312